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Clothing

USD187.50

BUY

USD250.00

NEW

Here is another exquisite piece

from Canill, which as ever, has

been lovingly and gracefully

created with you in mind. This

piece is perfectly tailored to flatter

every body type. The short sleeve

design makes it a demure wear

while the unexpected one sided

drape and tie detail adds a playful

twist making it absolutely gorgeous.

The beyond knee-length cut makes

it perfect for not just work, but for

other formal occasions. This dress

also features an impeccable

backline finish and front slit for

fitting and practicality and is made

from a multi pieces cutting pattern,

expertly and flawlessly put together

and crafted from a carefully

selected high-quality fabric.

 

Unlearn expensive styling. Get the

very best for the very least. Expand

your wardrobe, not your budget!

 

CANILL is another way to say

quality, value & style. Give your

wardrobe a style upgrade with the

latest fashion trends fromCanill.

Search Canill on the search bar to

check out your other quality

favourites available on our store

right here on Jumia at incredible

value.

OK Tummy Control Panty With 4 Steel
Bones
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Clothing

USD350.63

BUY

USD467.50

Here is another exquisite piece

from Canill, which as ever, has

been lovingly and gracefully

created with you in mind. This

piece is perfectly tailored to flatter

every body type. The short sleeve

design makes it a demure wear

while the unexpected one sided

drape and tie detail adds a playful

twist making it absolutely gorgeous.

The beyond knee-length cut makes

it perfect for not just work, but for

other formal occasions. This dress

also features an impeccable

backline finish and front slit for

fitting and practicality and is made

from a multi pieces cutting pattern,

expertly and flawlessly put together

and crafted from a carefully

selected high-quality fabric.

 

Unlearn expensive styling. Get the

very best for the very least. Expand

your wardrobe, not your budget!

 

CANILL is another way to say

quality, value & style. Give your

wardrobe a style upgrade with the

latest fashion trends fromCanill.

Search Canill on the search bar to

check out your other quality

favourites available on our store

right here on Jumia at incredible

value.

21 Attire Red And Black Peplum Hem
Bodycon Dress/Neck Detail
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Clothing

USD337.50

BUY

USD450.00

NEW

Here is another exquisite piece

from Canill, which as ever, has

been lovingly and gracefully

created with you in mind. This

piece is perfectly tailored to flatter

every body type. The short sleeve

design makes it a demure wear

while the unexpected one sided

drape and tie detail adds a playful

twist making it absolutely gorgeous.

The beyond knee-length cut makes

it perfect for not just work, but for

other formal occasions. This dress

also features an impeccable

backline finish and front slit for

fitting and practicality and is made

from a multi pieces cutting pattern,

expertly and flawlessly put together

and crafted from a carefully

selected high-quality fabric.

 

Unlearn expensive styling. Get the

very best for the very least. Expand

your wardrobe, not your budget!

 

CANILL is another way to say

quality, value & style. Give your

wardrobe a style upgrade with the

latest fashion trends fromCanill.

Search Canill on the search bar to

check out your other quality

favourites available on our store

right here on Jumia at incredible

value.

DMG  Eloise Puff Sleeve Bodycon
Dress - Pink/Navy Blue
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Clothing

USD300.00

BUY

USD400.00

NEW

Here is another exquisite piece

from Canill, which as ever, has

been lovingly and gracefully

created with you in mind. This

piece is perfectly tailored to flatter

every body type. The short sleeve

design makes it a demure wear

while the unexpected one sided

drape and tie detail adds a playful

twist making it absolutely gorgeous.

The beyond knee-length cut makes

it perfect for not just work, but for

other formal occasions. This dress

also features an impeccable

backline finish and front slit for

fitting and practicality and is made

from a multi pieces cutting pattern,

expertly and flawlessly put together

and crafted from a carefully

selected high-quality fabric.

 

Unlearn expensive styling. Get the

very best for the very least. Expand

your wardrobe, not your budget!

 

CANILL is another way to say

quality, value & style. Give your

wardrobe a style upgrade with the

latest fashion trends fromCanill.

Search Canill on the search bar to

check out your other quality

favourites available on our store

right here on Jumia at incredible

value.

Fancy Finery Noelle Off Shoulder
Short Sleeve Pencil Dress - Black
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Clothing

USD315.00

BUY

USD420.00

Long-sleeved, loose-fitting shirt in

soft cotton flannel with a narrow

turn-down collar, chest pocket,

yoke with a hanger loop at the back

and a rounded hem. Slightly longer

at the back. Match this wardrobe

classic with your favourite denim,

jean, or chinos trousers and boom!

Stylish casual never looked

better.Key FeaturesMaterial:

Cotton 100% Color: Blue/Red1

Chest PocketLong SleeveFit:

LooseStyle:

Semi-FormalSpecifications of

Checked Long Sleeve Shirt -

Red/Blue 

SKUHM128AA1M5SJ2NAFAMZ 

Product LineFazsion Outlet NG 

Weight (kg)0.5  ColourRed  Main

materialCotton

H&M Checked Long Sleeve Shirt -
Red/Blue
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Maternity

USD374.93

BUY

USD499.90

NEW

Here is another exquisite piece

from Canill, which as ever, has

been lovingly and gracefully

created with you in mind. This

piece is perfectly tailored to flatter

every body type. The short sleeve

design makes it a demure wear

while the unexpected one sided

drape and tie detail adds a playful

twist making it absolutely gorgeous.

The beyond knee-length cut makes

it perfect for not just work, but for

other formal occasions. This dress

also features an impeccable

backline finish and front slit for

fitting and practicality and is made

from a multi pieces cutting pattern,

expertly and flawlessly put together

and crafted from a carefully

selected high-quality fabric.

 

Unlearn expensive styling. Get the

very best for the very least. Expand

your wardrobe, not your budget!

 

CANILL is another way to say

quality, value & style. Give your

wardrobe a style upgrade with the

latest fashion trends fromCanill.

Search Canill on the search bar to

check out your other quality

favourites available on our store

right here on Jumia at incredible

value.

Virtue Clothier Top / Skirt & Dress
Bundle - Multi
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Underwear & Sleepwear

USD292.50

BUY

USD390.00

Beautiful panties comes in different

colours and patterns makes you

feel very comfortable in and doesnt

have to come with a fuss having it

on, it helps to accentuate your

curves without leaving pant line all

over the place and in a very nice

way that helps your outfit come out

wellNote: colour may vary          

Key FeaturesDifferent colors and

styles availableLook Extremely

Sexy UnderHigh quality Materials,

soft, breathable and comfortable to

the skincolour may vary(comes in

different colours and

patterns )Specifications of Ladies

Cotton Panties 12 In 1 -Mulitcolor 

SKUFA203AA05VMEKNAFAMZ 

Product LineMR AKANDE  Weight

(kg)0.2  ColourMulticolor  Main

materialcotton

Fashion Ladies Cotton Panties 12 In 1
-Mulitcolor
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Handbags & Wallets

USD450.00

BUY

USD600.00

Here is another exquisite piece

from Canill, which as ever, has

been lovingly and gracefully

created with you in mind. This

piece is perfectly tailored to flatter

every body type. The short sleeve

design makes it a demure wear

while the unexpected one sided

drape and tie detail adds a playful

twist making it absolutely gorgeous.

The beyond knee-length cut makes

it perfect for not just work, but for

other formal occasions. This dress

also features an impeccable

backline finish and front slit for

fitting and practicality and is made

from a multi pieces cutting pattern,

expertly and flawlessly put together

and crafted from a carefully

selected high-quality fabric.

 

Unlearn expensive styling. Get the

very best for the very least. Expand

your wardrobe, not your budget!

 

CANILL is another way to say

quality, value & style. Give your

wardrobe a style upgrade with the

latest fashion trends fromCanill.

Search Canill on the search bar to

check out your other quality

favourites available on our store

right here on Jumia at incredible

value.

Fashion Fancy Ladies 3 N 1 Leather
Bag With Crossbody And Wallet - Grey
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Bare Lifts Instant Breast Lift

USD50.25

BUY

USD67.00

Here is another exquisite piece

from Canill, which as ever, has

been lovingly and gracefully

created with you in mind. This

piece is perfectly tailored to flatter

every body type. The short sleeve

design makes it a demure wear

while the unexpected one sided

drape and tie detail adds a playful

twist making it absolutely gorgeous.

The beyond knee-length cut makes

it perfect for not just work, but for

other formal occasions. This dress

also features an impeccable

backline finish and front slit for

fitting and practicality and is made

from a multi pieces cutting pattern,

expertly and flawlessly put together

and crafted from a carefully

selected high-quality fabric.

 

Unlearn expensive styling. Get the

very best for the very least. Expand

your wardrobe, not your budget!

 

CANILL is another way to say

quality, value & style. Give your

wardrobe a style upgrade with the

latest fashion trends fromCanill.

Search Canill on the search bar to

check out your other quality

favourites available on our store

right here on Jumia at incredible

value.

Bare Lifts Instant Breast Lift
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